Stardust-R presents the inaugural

Andrea Milani

global student challenge

2021

The European Innovative Training Network Stardust-Reloaded has the
pleasure to announce the launch of the Andrea Milani Challenge, in honour of
the great Italian mathematician and astronomer Prof Andrea Milani. An early pioneer in
asteroid impact monitoring, who passed away in 2018.
Stardust-Reloaded invites students from all around the world to compete in two challenges
within the fields of asteroids and space debris monitoring and detection, topics on which the
Stardust and follow-on Stardust-Reloaded networks are advancing.

Challenge Description
There will be two challenge problems. Each challenge
has two stages. Stage 1 is open to everyone. The three
teams with the best numerical scores from Stage 1 will
advance to Stage 2, to present their solution at an international workshop in front of a panel of experts.
STAGE I: Teams have to solve a highly complex, numerical problem on parameter estimation for either
space debris or asteroids, within a given time window. The solution to the problem will be assessed by a
single numerical metric. At the deadline, the teams
with the 3 highest ranked solutions will advance to
Stage 2.
STAGE II: The top 3 teams will be present their approach to a panel of experts at the Stardust-R Global
Virtual Workshop on Space Traffic Management and
Resilient Space Environment in September 2021. One
winner for each category will be announced at the conference closing ceremonies, based on their technical
approach and innovation in solving the challenge.

Rules (for the full set of competition rules, please see the
competition website)
 Teams can register for one or both challenges through the

challenge website. Every team member must be registered in
an university degree programme. No limits on the size of the
team.
 Teams are allowed to receive support and guidance from (nonstudent) supervisors and mentors, but they cannot be directly
involved in solving the problem
 The detailed description of the two challenge problems will be
released on the first day of the challenge through the web portal. Teams will have a specific time to return a solution through
the online portal.
 Full challenge details including rules and dates will be released
closer to the opening of the challenge on 1 June 2021

Key dates
Team registration

28 Feb — 20 May 2021

Challenge opens

1 Jun 2021

Challenge closes

Jul 2021 (TBA)

Final presentations at GVW-II

13-17 Sep 2021

Who are we? Stardust-Reloaded (Stardust-R) is a European Research and Training Network, led by Professor Massimiliano
Vasile at the University of Strathclyde, and supported by the Horizon-2020 Marie Skłodowska Curie Action of the European
Commission. Stardust-R addresses the growing need for a global space traffic management system, sustainable exploitation
of space, the resilience of the space environment, the threat and opportunities coming from asteroids and comets. Our training network encompasses the creation of a new generation of scientists and engineers to develop technologies and effective
solutions to critical and emerging problems in planetary defence, and the sustainable exploitation of space.

http://www.stardust-network.eu/training/andrea-milani-challenge
info@stardust-network.eu
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